
Assessment Organizing Tool 
 
Using all authentic assessment information (ie. RBI notes, observations) categorize each of the 
functional knowledge, skills, and behaviors in the appropriate outcome area. 
 
Positive Social Relationships:   
Braylon and his younger brother play together often by rough housing and doing things like jumping on the 
bed. Braylon has 2 friends he plays particularly well with. He plays alongside them and contributes ideas to 
their play (e.g., let’s go in the tent, you take this toy). He is not yet planning play scenarios such as “I’m the 
driver,” or “you’re the baby.” Braylon shows interest in other children by going to where they are and 
initiating interactions either by saying something or joining them in what they are doing. When it comes to 
sharing toys, Braylon will offer a toy to another child, provided it is not his favorite one. If it’s his favorite 
he’ll say “mine.” He also trades or offers toys to his younger brother. When out and about, like shopping or 
running errands, Braylon notices other children and sometimes offers greetings by saying hi or bye or 
showing them something. He shows interest in talking to others and will try to share something about what 
he had done, yet he does not always have the words to convey his full message. For example, after seeing a 
movie recently he was trying to tell a little girl and her mom about the movie, but he adjusted the topic 
back to Spiderman and a recent owie he had on his finger. While Braylon engages in back and forth 
conversations and rarely demonstrates any frustration when others do not understand him he often 
resorts back to similar topics or phrases he knows, moving the topic from the one at hand. As the family 
does different things during the day Braylon adapts easily to changes in the routines and activities and 
follows most adult requests related to the day to day routine. He now stays at the table during meals and 
engages in simple conversation when it is a topic of interest (e.g., Spiderman). Yet, his contribution to the 
conversation is short phrases. Braylon displays great interest in back and forth conversations, but does not 
have the full vocabulary to convey the messages he wants to so he tends to use words that are already in 
his repertoire. When asked to follow a rule, like no hitting, he understands, but sometimes tests the limit. 
When this happens he goes to time out and after a few minutes he generally calms on his own and is okay 
to resume his play. He cries when he is upset, but is generally happy and shows this by smiling and 
laughing often. He is also showing advances in his sense of humor. Recently, he laughs at “potty talk.” He’ll 
say things like “butt”, “toilet” or “poopy” and then laugh. 
 
Acquires and Uses Knowledge & Skills:  
Braylon’s favorite toy is Spiderman. When playing, he moves Spiderman’s body parts to make him do a 
variety of things, such as ride in a car, sleep, eat, go to the potty, fight, fly, and jump. He has interest in other 
toys and things as well, such as coloring on paper, painting, riding ride on toys, and climbing on the 
playground. Braylon puts things where they belong if reminded and encouraged to do so (e.g., put the toys 
in the basket). During play he shows creativity, such as when drawing a circle he’ll call it an egg and then 
ask his mom to crack it. She then responds by drawing a crack in his egg and he laughs and proceeds to ask 
for more. He will also try to draw spiders or ask others to do that. He will draw the body part and makes 
marks to draw the legs, but then often asks for his mom or dad to complete it for him. When asked what 
something is that has been drawn he typically labels it (e.g., “it’s a spider”, “it’s egg”). Braylon turns the 
pages, looks at books, and will bring books to his parents for them to read to him. He will sit for a story 
being read to him if there are not other distractions around, although he does not always stay engaged in 
the entire story. When looking at books he knows the names of several items and is starting to recognize 
more about the actions of things in books. For example, he can identify, by pointing at, who is running, 
drinking, or sleeping. He does not however typically use the words to name those or other actions. A 
favored finger play of Braylon’s is the Itsy Bitsy Spider. He remembers part of the finger play as well as 
some of the key words. He also does parts of patty cake. He answers questions like “what’s your name” by 
saying “Braylon” and can follow several one step requests, such as “get your cup”, “bring me a diaper for 
your brother”, or “go get your red Spiderman”. Braylon is also starting to ask “why” and “how” questions. 
With pre-academic concepts, Braylon matches colors and shapes during play activities. He names hearts 
and stars when he sees them pictured in familiar books and often refers to circles as eggs. He knows the 



meanings of mine and yours and his and hers, but does not typically say them when talking about other’s 
things. If asked to take just one of something or give one - like “give me one chip” - he will give you a chip or 
more, not showing functional understanding of the concept of one. Braylon rote counts 1-2-1-2 and is 
working on counting to five, but often misses 3. When talking Braylon typically says 2-3 word sentences. 
When he strings together words in a sentence, he becomes more difficult to understand unless the context 
is quite apparent.   
 
Uses Appropriate Behavior to Meet Needs:  
Braylon gets up on his own or plays in his room before going to see who else is up. To get what he wants, 
Braylon typically asks using 1-2 words. If he is not understood he will try another way to express what he 
wants. He rarely gets frustrated and often finds a way to either get what he wants on his own (e.g., climbing 
up to get something from the cupboard) or asking in another way. At meal times, Braylon uses a spoon and 
fork independently to eat and drinks from a cup replacing it on the table upright. He recently 
independently used the drinking fountain at school on his own as there was a short step in front. Both at 
home and out in the community Braylon shows safety awareness by not running out in the street or away 
from his parents and stays away from the stove when it’s on. When his nose is running he will wipe it with 
a Kleenex, if one is available or given to him. During bath time he tries to wash himself and will use the 
towel to dry off with a little bit of help. He knows the steps to brushing his teeth as well as the steps to 
washing his hands after using the toilet. Braylon is mostly toilet trained showing consistent daytime 
control. When clothes are fairly easy (i.e., not too tight or with lots of buttons) Braylon puts them on and 
takes them off. He can put clothes on a hook if it is the right height. Braylon shows good balance to be able 
to stand on one foot, jump up and down with both feet, and dance to music or make Spiderman moves. He 
is also quite good with a ball and generally kicks and throws them with accuracy by getting the ball to the 
target (e.g., another person or a basket or pretend target). Braylon has outgrown the afternoon nap and 
follows the directions and routines to go to bed without fussing. 


